This paper describes a generic model for case memory systems expressed using the Z notation. A case memory system is an essential part of any case-based reasoning system, and provides a mechanism for storing old cases, and for assessing the relationship between the stored cases and a new problem. Using the model, characteristics that have been claimed for speci"c case memory systems in the literature, e.g. responsiveness to a reasoner's goals or use of past experience in case assessment, are expressed formally in terms of constraints on the means by which case relations are computed. The model supports precise reasoning about the characteristics of speci"c systems and offers insight into the variety of options available to software or knowledge engineers seeking to reuse a case memory system, to select a case memory system shell or to develop a new system.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, case-based reasoning (CBR) has grown in popularity as a paradigm for the design of knowledge-based systems. CBR has been successfully applied to a number of commercial and industrial problems [1] [2] [3] [4] and commercial products which might be described as CBR shells [5, 6] have been successfully marketed.
In this paper, we investigate issues in the design of one part of any CBR system, the mechanism for the storage and retrieval of cases. Kolodner [7] [8] [9] uses the term`case memory' to refer to a software artefact that includes a speci"c set of stored cases and a mechanism for storage and retrieval. In this paper, we shall use the term case memory system (or system where there is no ambiguity) to refer to an abstract model of a mechanism for storage and retrieval of cases, i.e. a case memory without a particular set of cases instantiated within it. We present a generic model of case memory systems that can be used to support software engineers and knowledge engineers in selecting case memory system shells, in reusing existing system designs, and in developing new systems.
The paper also shows how a formal software engineering notation, in this case Z, can be used to develop models that are both precise and offer suf"cient range to support reuse. Generic formal models have been reported by others [10] [11] [12] ; however, to the best of our knowledge, this approach has not previously been applied to a class of knowledge-based systems.
Structure of this paper
In Section 2, we describe the basic process of case-based reasoning and introduce the concept of a case memory system. In Section 3, we examine why a new generic model of case memory systems is required, and some of the criteria by which such a generic model should be judged. In Section 4, we explain our choice of notation and introduce its basic elements. In Section 5, we present our generic model for case memory systems. In Section 6, we show how the generic model can be used to construct formal de"nitions for properties of case memory systems that have been identi"ed as signi"cant by researchers in the "eld of CBR. In Section 7, we show how the model supports reasoning about the properties of individual systems and about the relationships between properties. In Section 8, we discuss the model we have presented and some of the other work that we are developing from the model. In Section 9, we present our conclusions.
AN INTRODUCTION TO CBR AND CASE MEMORY SYSTEMS
Case-based reasoning is the process of using information from previous incidents to solve new problems. Figure 1 illustrates a task decomposition of CBR as presented by Aamodt and Plaza [13] . They describe CBR as a cycle of four stages. Given a new problem, a CBR system tries to solve the problem by:
Case In the CBR literature, the data structure in which the cases are stored is usually called a`case base', and the method by which cases are selected and retrieved is called`similarity assessment', or computing a`similarity function'. We follow these conventions, although we agree with Kolodner [7, 8] that the concept of`similarity' may be misleading, and that the problem for a CBR system is to "nd the most useful' case rather than the most`similar'. In this paper, we are concerned with the "rst stage of CBR, i.e. the search for and retrieval of appropriate cases. In many case-based reasoners the mechanism for storage and retrieval is implemented as a separable software module. Kolodner [8] describes one such module, together with an instantiated set of cases, as a`case memory'. We prefer the term`case memory system' to emphasize the distinction between a system providing functions for storage and retrieval, and a case base which is a passive store of cases. We de"ne such a system as follows:
A case memory system is an abstraction that describes the way in which, given a new situation, previously stored cases can be retrieved and ordered in relation to a new problem.
MODELS TO SUPPORT REUSE
In this section we explain why generic models of case memory systems are required by software and knowledge engineers, outline some criteria by which such models might be judged and then compare existing information about such systems with these criteria.
Why models of case memory systems are required
Two key aims of all engineering disciplines are to improve the reliability, and to control the costs, of the process of producing artefacts. To achieve this aim, software engineers and knowledge engineers have sought to design components and systems that can be reused for multiple applications. This approach is apparent in the development of object-oriented programming [14] , in the development of methodologies based on generic tasks [15] [16] [17] , and in the concept of knowledge-based system shells [18] .
In the context of case memory systems, reuse may take place either by reusing an existing design as a component in a new CBR system or by instantiating a new case base within a case memory system shell. If software and knowledge engineers are to reuse case memory systems they will require generic models of the capabilities of systems that allow them to compare and contrast different designs.
Criteria for generic models of case memory systems
A number of basic criteria can be identi"ed for any generic model that aims to support engineers in selecting and reusing systems or components of a given class. These issues are still relevant questions for system designers, see for example the preference orderings over cases described by Plaza [23] , the development of context-sensitive measures in Ricci and Avesani [24] , and the representation of the`desirability' of cases in Haigh and Veloso [25] . 4. The model should be precise and unambiguous. If not, then it will be dif"cult to use for engineers who have not been involved in its development or have not already gained considerable experience of the systems described [26] .
Existing models of case memory systems
At present most of the information available to support the engineering of CBR systems in new domains is in the form of case studies of single systems. As models to guide reuse, individual case studies have insuf"cient range and may lack abstraction.
Various authors have presented informal overviews of CBR; for examples see Kolodner [9] and Reisbeck and Schank [27, Chapter 2], but such informal accounts lack the precision required to support reuse. Aamodt and Plaza [13] provide an abstract framework that decomposes CBR into a set of subtasks. However, the input and output of the subtasks in the framework are not speci"ed, which again results in a lack of the necessary precision.
More formal treatments of case memory systems have been presented, but the additional precision has been obtained by restricting the models to a limited range of systems. Koton and Chase [28] and Mehl [29] investigated the logical properties of one particular case memory system. Jankte [30] considers the learning capabilities of case memory systems but restricts his attention to systems that select a single case. Wettscherreck and Aha [31] provide a framework for considering feature-weighting methods in knearest neighbour classi"ers. Bayer et al. [32] provide a useful catalogue of numeric similarity functions, but do not consider questions such as the use of contextual information or systems that return complex case orderings. Plaza et al. [33] have developed a possible worlds semantics for CBR systems that use numeric similarity functions. None of these existing models is able to describe important legal systems such as HYPO [34] , GREBE [35] and CABARET [36] .
Thus, each of the currently available models is inadequate with respect to one or more of the criteria we have identi"ed.
In the rest of this paper we describe a formal model for case memory systems that:
1. is abstracted away from particular knowledge domains or applications;
2. has a greater range than existing formal treatments of case memory systems; 3. supports the expression of properties of systems that have been identi"ed as signi"cant by previous researchers; 4. is suf"ciently precise to support reasoning about the relationships between different properties of systems and the analysis of domain-independent algorithms and case memory system shells in relation to the properties described.
We believe that such a model will be useful to software engineers and knowledge engineers in selecting existing designs or shells for reuse in new domains, and in designing new systems.
THE CHOICE OF THE Z NOTATION
The model we present is written using the software engineering notation Z [37] . Since Z is not a typical choice of modelling language within the arti"cial intelligence community, our choice deserves some explanation. The suitability of Z for our task derives from some observations about case memory systems. Firstly, a case memory system involves the storage and retrieval of cases and sets of cases. Z provides all the usual machinery of set notation. Secondly, a generic model of case memory systems requires the abstract description of a function (the similarity function). Z is well suited to de"ning constraints on functions without specifying the function explicitly. Thirdly, Z's re"nement mechanism by imposing additional constraints upon schemata offers a useful device for describing alternative classes of systems by presenting each class as a re"nement of a generic model.
An introduction to Z
Z provides all the familiar notation of set theory, including set membership x ∈ X , the power set of a set PX , universal and existential quanti"cation, ∀ and ∃, and logical connectives`¬' (not),`∧' (and), and`∨' (or).
A binary relation is modelled in Z by its graph expressed as a set of ordered pairs. Thus the relation`less than' on the set {1, 2, 3, 4} is modelled by the set
If f (x) = y we may write (x, y) ∈ f . A convenient notational device to clarify the intention that a pair is to be interpreted as belonging to some relation is to write the pair as a maplet x → y. We may also write x → y ∈ f . For example, assuming the usual de"nition of square, we may write any of the following statements: square(2) = 4 or (2, 4) ∈ square or (2 → 4) ∈ square.
A general relation, r , between two sets X and Y can be declared as r : X ↔ Y . Total functional relations (i.e. functions with a de"ned value for each element of the domain) are written f : X → Y . Partial functions (i.e. functions which are unde"ned for some elements of the domain) are written f : X → Y . In addition, dom r denotes the domain of the relation r and ran r denotes its range. If A is a set, then #A is the size (number of elements) of A.
Z uses schemata to group related functions and sets. A schema consists of a set of variable names with type declarations (e.g. v : T ) and a set of predicates, typically de"ning constraints between these variables. A schema can be written using a box of the form
Schemaname Declarations Predicates
The inclusion of Schemaname in the declarations of another schema implies the inclusion of all the declarations and all the predicates of the named schema in the new schema.
The general form of predicates in Z is Quanti"er D | P • Q, where D is a type declaration and P and Q are predicates. The semantics of this predicate are that whenever the predicate P is true for the variables declared in D, the predicate Q is also true. For instance the predicate:
is read as`for all natural numbers x and y such that x is less than y it is also true that x squared is less than y squared'. Set comprehension in Z uses the notation {Quanti"er D | P • Q}, where D is a set of variable declarations, P is a predicate relating those variables and Q is a tuple. The semantics de"nes this to be the set of tuples of the form of Q such that Quanti"er D | P is satis"ed. So {x :
2 )} is the set {(1, 1), (2, 4) , (3, 9)}. A sequence s of elements of type X is denoted by s : seq X . denotes the empty sequence. Sequences are represented by partial functions from the positive natural numbers to the type of the sequence elements. Thus the sequence a, b, c, d is the same as the set {(1, a), (2, b) , (3, c) , (4, d) }. The length of a sequence is the number of elements in this set, so #s is the length of s.
Anonymous functions can be written in Z using a form of λ notation, that is λx : X • f (x). Thus, the function square(x) on the natural numbers can be written λy :
Finally, two relations used in this paper which may be unfamiliar are domain restriction and range restriction. For any relation A and any set B of the same type as the elements in the domain of A, the expression B A denotes the relation A with its domain restricted to the set B, i.e.
The expression B -A denotes the relation A with the elements of B deleted from its domain (domain antirestriction), i.e.
Similarly the symbols and -denote range restriction and range anti-restriction respectively. Thus for the relation square on the domain {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, {1, 2, 3} {(1, 1), (2, 4) , (3, 9) , (4, 16) , (5, 25)} = {(1, 1), (2, 4) , (3, 9)} and {(1, 1), (2, 4) , (3, 9) , (4, 16) , (5, 25)} -{9, 16, 25}
For a full treatment of the Z notation see [37] . In the next section we introduce our general model for case memory systems.
THE BASIC MODEL

Assumptions of the model
We begin the construction of the model by making some assumptions based on our observations on systems described in the literature [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] .
• The use of a set of features, or attribute-value pairs, forms part of the indexing and retrieval processes of the majority of systems that we have investigated. In the model, cases are indexed by a description from the set D, which is the set of partial functions from Attributes to Values, i.e. a unique value is associated with each attribute. • A wide range of possible representations of case content are used. We model the content of a case by an item from a set of reports, R. We have chosen to abstract away from the particular representations that can be used for reports, since these are likely to be highly domain-speci"c. Each case is then a D-R pair.
• A case base is a set of cases, or alternatively a relation between D and R.
• Many systems assume that a static statement of the current problem is available at the start of the reasoning process. 1 In the model the new case is represented by an element from the set of problem statements, PS.
• Since the problem statement may represent different information from that used for indexing, a process of translation may be necessary to infer appropriate indexing attributes (and values). In CBR literature, this translation process may be referred to as`situation assessment'. In the model, we include a translation function, T , to perform this task. In some systems, T may be the identity function. The model assumes that T is a static function that is not modi"ed by the contents of the case base.
• Retrieval may return one case or a set of cases ordered in some way. The simplest forms return a single case. The most complex form of ordering that we have encountered is a partial order of equivalence classes [34, 35] . We model the output of a system as a preorder. The selection of a single case, selection of a set of cases, a total ordering over cases, a partial ordering over cases or a partial order over equivalence classes of cases can all be treated as special cases of a pre-order.
• A case memory system consists of: a method for translating from PS to D, and an enquiry function that takes as input a case base and a PS and delivers as output some ordering over a subset of the case base.
Notice that our choice of attribute-value pairs as the general indexing mechanism is not intended to exclude richer case representations. Abstracting away from the representation details for the problem statement and the case content, by means of the arbitrary sets R and PS, permits the application of the model to systems that use complex problem and case representations such as graphs or objects. We merely note that the software used for the initial retrieval of cases uses either a set of (possibly abstract) features, or attribute-value pairs, although the ordering task may use more detail which involves the richer representations available from the problem statement or the retrieved reports. The use of attribute-value pairs to denote the indexing scheme also allows the model to be applied to database retrieval as well as to case memory systems.
Case memories and case memory systems
Based on the assumptions we have made above, we can now present our generic formal model of a case base and a case memory system. We begin by declaring the existence of the sets:
These will form the basic types of the speci"cation. For any particular system the elements in these sets will depend on the application domain.
D is de"ned to be the set of partial functions from Attributes to Values. Each description may have values de"ned for only a subset of the full set of attributes. A case is a D-R pair:
A case base is a particular set of cases or, equivalently, a relation between D and R.
To retrieve cases from the case base we shall de"ne a function Enquire, which takes as input a case base and a PS, and returns a pre-order over the cases. A pre-order is a relation on a set that is transitive and re#exive.
[X ] Pre orders :
We also require a translation function, T , that maps the set PS to the set D.
We can now give a general schema CMS to represent a case memory system.
In the schema CMS the Enquire function takes as input a case base and a PS and returns a pre-order over the cases in the case base.
This formalization may seem unusual in that the Enquire function takes the problem statement as an argument, rather than the description that is generated by the translation function. The reason for this choice is that some case memory systems make use of information in the problem statement, that is not included in the language of indexing descriptions, to determine the "nal output. Such additional information might be applied after an initial retrieval operation based only on the indexing description of the new case, or it may be used directly to modify the way that the case base is searched. Our formalization covers either of these implementation options.
An example system
To illustrate how the generic model can be used to describe particular systems we consider the case memory system used by the HYPO legal reasoner [34] . HYPO is designed to support a lawyer in identifying test cases in trade secrets law which may be relevant to a new legal claim.
The input to HYPO is called the`current fact situation' which is a set of predicates which describe material facts about the client's case. The stored cases are described by fact situations in the same language as that used for the input; however they also include details of the outcome of the case (for the plaintiff or the defendant) and the legal claim that was pursued. An example of part of a fact situation given by Ashley and Rissland [34] is:
Telex offered IBM's Merlin project engineers large salaries stock options and bonuses (one for $500,000) as inducements to join Telex' [34, p. 72 ].
HYPO compares cases using a set of abstract legal dimensions which are signi"cant for this part of trade secrets law. An example of a dimension that can be extracted from the statement above is called`Bribe-Employee'. HYPO's translation function, T h , is implemented by means of a set of frames, one for each legal dimension, that evaluate the current fact situation and return one of three possible values: applicable, near-miss or not applicable. Within our model`Bribe-Employee' would be an attribute having the value`applicable' in the case of Telex vs. IBM. The case description would then be a mapping from the attributes (legal dimensions) to the values (applicable, not-applicable, near-miss).
Once the case has been translated to "nd the set of relevant dimensions, HYPO constructs a`claims lattice', 2 which orders the relevant prior legal cases by reference to the subsets of legal dimensions that the stored cases share with the input case. A case is judged to be more similar than a second case if and only if the "rst case shares with the new case a superset of the legal dimensions shared by the second case. In the "rst instance, HYPO makes no distinction between the near-miss dimensions and the applicable dimensions. Cases that share the same set of dimensions with the current fact situation are placed within a single equivalence class. An example of a`claims lattice' output by HYPO is shown in Figure 2 .
Formally, the construction of the initial`claims lattice' in HYPO can be modelled as follows. First we assert the existence of three new sets about which we have no more detailed information.
Some other basic types are used by HYPO and must be 2 Strictly speaking, HYPO's output is not necessarily a lattice, rather it is an example of a pre-order.
introduced.
These sets can then be used to de"ne appropriate types for the problem statements, descriptions, reports and cases.
We model each of HYPO's frames as a function that maps a problem statement to one of the values, Applicable, Nearmiss or Notapplicable:
and we associate each frame with an attribute:
The schema CMS models HYPO as a case memory system. THE COMPUTER JOURNAL, Vol. 40, No. 4, 1997
To show that CMS h is a re"nement of schema CMS, it is necessary to show that the output of Enquire h is transitive and re#exive, and that it covers a subset of the case base. Transitivity and re#exivity follow from the fact that the relation ⊆ is both transitive and re#exive. That the output covers a subset of the case base follows because the output is de"ned as a set comprehension from the case base.
FORMALLY DESCRIBING PROPERTIES OF SYSTEMS
In this section, we show how the model can be used to discriminate between properties of systems already recognized in the CBR literature.
Directing search
The "rst example we choose is the concept of GoalDirected Preference [8] . Kolodner argues that the degree of usefulness of a stored case to a case-based planner will depend on what goal the planner is currently pursuing. Kolodner gives an example from the PARADYME menu planning system.
. . . when the problem solver is trying to come up with a main dish, those cases that match on main dish constraints will be preferred over others.' [8, p. 158] Thus, although the reasoner's current goal of`plan-maindish' is not used as an indexing attribute, the fact that the reasoner has this as its current goal affects the ordering of cases returned from the case memory system. Since goals are not the only factors that might be allowed to in#uence case retrieval, for example a designer might want to allow the personal preferences of a user to be considered, or alternatively Smyth and Keane [48] suggest using ease of adaptation to affect retrieval, goal-directed is an inappropriate term for a general model. Instead we apply the term directable to systems that are able to make use of information for similarity assessment that is not available for indexing.
We can model this property by considering the role that the problem statement plays in evaluating an enquiry. The schema Directable CMS demands that it be possible to "nd two problem statements which translate to the same description but generate different outputs from an enquiry.
Directable CMS CMS
Conversely we can de"ne an undirectable system as satisfying:
Undirectable CMS CMS
In an undirectable system if two elements of PS translate to the same D then the output of an enquiry based on either of these PSs must be the same. 3 Notice that these schemata do not place any restriction on the implementation of directability.
To illustrate directability, consider a system designed to support a second-hand car dealer in deciding on a suitable price for a vehicle. The cases in the system would be previous vehicles that the dealer has bought, sold or seen advertised. Three possible goals could be identi"ed: to "x a selling price for a car, to decide how much to bid for a car or to decide whether to pay a given price for a car. The dealer needs to direct the system accordingly. Directability then could be implemented by:
• Allowing the dealer to assign numerical weights to each feature. When selling the dealer might concentrate on desirable features of the vehicle. When buying the dealer might place more weight on undesirable features.
• The system asking the dealer whether he/she is buying or selling and then ordering or weighting the features accordingly.
• If the dealer was trying to decide whether to buy a particular car at a particular price, then the enquiry function could be restricted to consider only a subset of the case base, i.e. those cases where the dealer knows the price at which the car was actually sold, rather than just an advertised price.
The shell ReMind [6] is an example of a shell that provides directability by allowing a user or client to attach different weights to different features in an enquiry.
This example is a typical use of the model to discriminate amongst systems. For a given property two schemata can be de"ned, each of which includes the basic schema CMS. In one schema a constraint is added such that for any two inputs having a particular relationship, the output of the enquiry function is "xed. In the second schema it is possible to "nd inputs with the given relationship for which the output of an enquiry differs. In the rest of this paper we shall construct only one schema that describes the positive occurrence of each property. The second schema that excludes the property can be constructed by analogy with the schema Undirectable CMS.
Responding to contextual information
In [20] , Ashley considers the interaction between different attributes of a case. Ashley notes that:
One problem is that the relative signi"cance of factors depends so much on context. Experts may believe that a certain feature is generally more important than another feature, but they may rarely assign numerical weights or probabilities to express the difference and they always are aware of the possibility that in some combinations of features, the opposite may be true, the usually minor feature may be more signi"cant.' [20, p. 74] The example of the second-hand car dealer introduced above may be used to illustrate possible interaction between attributes. For instance, if the dealer's task is to set a price for a car with a diesel engine, then matching the age and mileage of the vehicle might be less signi"cant than when setting a price for a car with a petrol engine.
The idea of a context provided by some part of a PS may be represented by considering two PSs, one of which translates to a superset of the attribute-value pairs of the second, i.e.
The attribute-value pairs in the set difference T ( p 1 ) \ T ( p 2 ) provide a context in which the query Enquire(Cb, p 1 ) is evaluated. If this context is to have an effect on the case ordering by altering the signi"cance of attributes in T ( p 2 ) then we should expect that two cases can be found that are ordered one way by Enquire(Cb, p 2 ), but ordered differently in the new context provided by p 1 , i.e.
Of course, one way in which this may occur is if the cases differ with respect to the attributes in T ( p 1 ) \ T ( p 2 ). To exclude this possibility we must require that the cases do not differ on these attributes:
i.e. if d 1 and d 2 are restricted to only those attribute-value pairs that involve attributes in the domain of T ( p 1 ) \ T ( p 2 ), then the two restricted sets cannot be distinguished.
Combining these observations allows the construction of a constraint that requires that a system be sensitive to such contextual information.
The schema Attribute Interdependent CMS is shown below.
Attribute Interdependent CMS CMS
∃Cb : D ↔ R; p 1 , p 2 : PS; c 1 , c 2 : Cases | {c 1 , c 2 } ⊆ Cb ∧T ( p 2 ) ⊆ T ( p 1 ) ∧ dom(T ( p 1 ) \ T ( p 2 )) "rst c 1 = dom(T ( p 1 ) \ T ( p 2 )) "rst c 2 • (c 1 , c 2 ) ∈ Enquire(Cb, p 2 ) \ Enquire(Cb, p 1 )
Using past experience in retrieval
It is generally recognized that past problem-solving experience should be used to guide retrieval in case memory systems. This has been re#ected in a variety of designs using particular heuristics.
For example, PARADYME [8] includes heuristics which prefer cases that have been frequently accessed, recently accessed or are known to be easy to modify. An alternative heuristic suggests emphasizing certain attributes which are more discriminating than others [49] . However these heuristics may operate on a number of different (complementary) levels. Below we demonstrate the use of the model to explicate different ways in which such experience might be used in similarity assessment.
We begin by de"ning a schema that describes the set of systems which take into account some content of the case base other than the indexing descriptions of a particular pair of cases. The constraint required for a history-sensitive system states that two descriptions can be found whose associated cases d i → Cb j (d i ) will be ordered differently in an enquiry when placed in the context of two different case bases Cb 1 and Cb 2 . Thus the ordering of cases is dependent on something more than the value of PS and the indexing descriptions of the two cases. This second partition can be further re"ned by considering just the domain of this part of the case base, or the whole mapping from D to R. These different sets can then be used to generate questions, and associated predicates to distinguish between different implementations of history sensitivity. These options and their associated schemata are listed below.
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History Sensitive CMS CMS
∃ p : PS; Cb 1 , Cb 2 : D ↔ R; d 1 , d 2 : D | {d 1 , d 2 } ⊆ (dom Cb 1 ∩ dom Cb 2 )• (d 1 → Cb 1 (d 1 ), d 2 → Cb 1 (d 2 )) ∈ Enquire(Cb 1 , p) \ Enquire(
Examining individual case reports
One possibility is to use the content of the individual cases associated with the descriptions d 1 and d 2 in ordering cases. The schema Report Examining CMS demands that it is possible to construct two case bases which are the same for all cases other than those associated with two particular descriptions d 1 and d 2 (denoted by the expressions
, and yet order the cases associated with these two descriptions differently in response to the input of the same problem statement.
Report Examining CMS CMS
In our car dealer example, report examination might always prefer those cases where the actual selling price of the car is known over those where only an advertised price is known; or might give an extra numerical weight to matching features of the previous cases that were regarded as the maiǹ selling points' for the car.
Responding to the rest of the case base
A content-sensitive system uses some information from the content of the rest of the case base to order cases.
Content Sensitive CMS CMS
This schema demands that although we are restricting our attention to the cases in the intersection of Cb 1 and Cb 2 , the ordering of these cases is different for the two case bases.
Using the domain of the case base
A domain-content-sensitive system uses information from the domains of the two case bases to order cases.
Domain Content Sensitive CMS CMS
This schema requires that although all the descriptions in both case bases Cb 1 and Cb 2 map to a single report, an enquiry using the same problem statement may yield different results. This distinction must therefore arise from differences in the domains of the two case bases. Lieber [50] shows that, for a numeric similarity function, case bases in which the cases are evenly distributed around the space of possible values may be preferable to case bases in which the distribution of cases is less uniform. Given this result, for our second-hand cars example, we might choose to assign higher numeric weights to attributes for which the distribution of values amongst cases in the case base is more uniform, and lower weights for attributes for which the distribution of values is clustered. Such a design would be domain-content sensitive. This method of weighting can also be related to notions of information gain as used in machine learning algorithms such as ID3 [51] .
Examining the case base mapping
A report-history-sensitive system uses details of the case base mapping to order cases. In the next section, we shall show how the formal model can be used to establish other relationships between properties identi"ed by different researchers.
Report History Sensitive CMS CMS
∃Cb 1 , Cb 2 : D ↔ R; p : PS; c 1 , c 2 : Cases | dom(Cb 1 ) = dom(Cb 2 ) ∧{c 1 , c 2 } ⊆ Cb 1 ∩ Cb 2 • (c 1 , c 2 ) ∈ Enquire(Cb 1 , p) \ Enquire(Cb 2 , p)
REASONING ABOUT PROPERTIES OF SYS-TEMS
One major advantage of formal models over informal models of system properties is the ability to support reasoning about these properties. Previous discussions of the distinctions between systems, e.g. the panel discussion on similarity assessment at the 1989 DARPA CBR Workshop [19] , have not been able to do this because the issues were presented informally. In this section, we present some simple results that show how the model can be used to analyse similarity functions and to relate the various properties.
Analysing a similarity function
First we present a simple example of the use of the model to analyse a system. The system selected is DataLex [49] . DataLex reasons about legal cases which may arise when a person "nds some object buried on another person's land, and the original owner of the object cannot be traced. The goal of DataLex's reasoning is to identify the likely outcome of a new case (for the person who found the object or for the owner of the land) and to identify cases that might be used in argumentation in favour or against a client's claim. Cases are indexed by a list of legal concepts which apply in such cases.
The ordering of cases is based on a weighted Euclidean distance metric. In order to de"ne the metric we require some basic types for DataLex:
From these basic types it is possible to de"ne the distance metric for DataLex as follows. 4 Distance W :
In this expression d(a) denotes the value for the attribute a in a description d. The weights, W (a), of the attributes are based on the content of the case memory. The weighting given is 1/(Ave − Ave 2 ) where Ave is the numerical average (mean) of the attribute taken across all the cases in the case base. The case that produces the lowest weighted distance from the new case is retrieved as the most relevant.
We can show that DataLex satis"es the schema for domain-content sensitivity by constructing two case bases. Each case base contains four cases which are described using four binary-valued attributes a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 . All the reports are the same in both case bases.
Case Base 1
Cb
Standard Z does not include either the real numbers or the notation. In Appendix A we provide a suitable formalization, in which takes as arguments a set and a function. Also, the schema Distance uses the symbols − and × which, in standard Z, are only de"ned for the integers, and 2 to represent the square of a real number. In Appendix A these are replaced by minus, times and square respectively, in order to satisfy the constraints of typechecking software.
Calculating the attribute weights for each case base in turn we obtain:
where W 1 and W 2 represent the weighting functions for Cb 1 and Cb 2 respectively. If we now consider the response to a new case:
we "nd that d 1 → r is preferred to d 2 → r in Cb 1 having distances of 4/1 and 16/3 respectively, but in Cb 2 these distances are reversed and d 2 → r is preferred to d 1 → r . Thus, as a result of the use of the content of the case base to set attribute weights, DataLex is domain-content sensitive.
Notice that the fact that DataLex is domain-content sensitive does not imply that all nearest-neighbour retrieval algorithms will share this property. DataLex's sensitivity arises from the fact that the feature weights have been derived by reference to the distribution of the cases within the space of possible descriptions.
Directability implies attribute interdependence
As well as allowing the analysis of individual systems, the model allows properties of systems to be related. The model can be used to prove that a directable system is a special case of an attribute interdependent system, i.e. the constraints of the schema Directable CMS imply the constraints of Attribute Interdependent CMS. Formally:
This result can be trivially proved from the model by taking the case of attribute interdependence with
This implies that
is the empty set, and thus 2 since both sides of this equality are empty.
This result is interesting because it relates views on the use of context provided by researchers working in substantially different domains. The notion of the interdependence of attributes was presented by Ashley in [19, 53] based on work in case-based legal argumentation. The importance of taking account of a reasoner's goals was argued strongly by Kolodner in [8, 19] working from research in planning domains.
It is also possible to show that attribute interdependence is possible without requiring directability.
ReMind [6] is an example of a shell that supports directability but is not able to support general attribute interdependence, i.e. only one element of the input to ReMind, the selection of an attribute weighting vector, can be used to express the context of the current problem. It is not possible within the ReMind shell to make the selection of the weighting vector dependent on other attributes of the input.
Attribute interdependence from report examination
It is also possible to prove that attribute-interdependent behaviour may arise from the use of report examination. Consider a system in which problem statements are modelled by sets of features taken from the set { f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , f 4 }. Descriptions map the features in the problem statement to the single value present. The translation function, T , maps each feature that is present in a PS to the value present. So
The reports for each case associate a weight of 0, 1 or 2 with each attribute of the description. The weight is used to indicate the signi"cance of the attribute for the individual case.
A numeric scoring function for the cases is based on summing the weights associated with each feature by the case analysis.
RE CMS CMS
Here Weight(r )(a) represents the weight assigned to attribute a in the report r . The enquiry function will prefer one case to another if the total score for the "rst case is higher.
This system is clearly report examining since it makes use of the analysis of a case in constructing the scoring function. To show that it exhibits attribute interdependence, consider a case base containing the cases de"ned below.
where
The descriptions of the cases c 1 and c 2 do not differ with respect to f 2 . The scores associated with each case for queries using the two problem statements p 2 and p 1 are:
Consequently the result of the Enquire function will be that
This demonstrates that this system exhibits attribute interdependence, since any case base that includes cases c 1 and c 2 will order the cases differently depending on the presence of feature f 2 in the input, despite the fact that these cases do not differ with respect to f 2 . This result is interesting because it shows that attribute interdependence may be an emergent property that arises unintentionally in a system. CBR Express [5] uses this form of similarity function and so provides for emergent attribute-interdependent behaviour. It is also possible to show that attribute interdependence can be an emergent property of a report-history-examining system or a domaincontent-sensitive system.
Summary
In this section, we have demonstrated that the generic model supports some elementary reasoning that allows properties of individual systems to be identi"ed, and interrelations between the properties to be explored. As a consequence of the high level of abstraction in the model, the reasoning supported is limited to the exploration of these two types of result. This high level of abstraction is appropriate for our intended use of the model as a tool for thought when selecting designs. The model can also be re"ned/restricted to cover particular classes of system, where more speci"c properties may be investigated. For example, the class of knearest neighbour algorithms studied by Wettschereck and Aha [31] could be modelled as one particular re"nement from our model.
DISCUSSION
We argued, in Section 3, that a model of case memory systems to support reuse should abstract away from particular knowledge domains and representations; should cover a wide range of systems; should support the expression of important distinctions between designs; and should be precise and unambiguous. In this section, we discuss the degree to which the model we have presented meets these criteria, we describe some of the limitations of the current model and indicate further areas of work we are conducting.
Abstraction
All the systems mentioned so far in this paper and most of the systems we have investigated to date can be modelled using the basic schema CMS [46] , although they work in different domains and use a variety of knowledge representations and algorithms. Thus, the schema CMS appears to be independent of application domain or knowledge representation. Similarly, the properties that have been modelled are analysed in domain-independent terms.
The domain independence is achieved in part as a consequence of the choice of Z as a modelling language. The Z notation describes systems in terms of sets of objects, relations between these sets and constraints on those relations, rather than describing all the relations extensionally. However, Z, like many other software engineering notations, can be applied at many different levels of abstraction. We have chosen a high level of abstraction in order to provide a generic model that can be applied to a wide range of systems.
Of course, any abstraction results in a loss of some information. Because the model loses information about the representation and the algorithms used in retrieval, the model is unable to support arguments such as those presented in [28, 29] about the logical correctness or consistency of any particular design.
This loss of information also means that our model does not provide guidance about the selection of an algorithm for a particular domain. We believe that such advice could only be based on experience of using a large number of different case memory systems in a suf"ciently broad class of real-world applications. At present the number of systems that have been "elded is not suf"ciently large to support such detailed advice. However, we would argue that the model provides software and knowledge engineers with a framework, or`tool for thought'. Such tools may assist engineers by making them aware of possible factors that they should consider in developing a new system, reusing an existing design, or selecting a shell.
Range
The model provides greater range than previous formal models such as those in [28-30, 32, 33] . This range has been achieved primarily by two choices:
1. unlike previous models we have chosen to separate the input to a case memory system, the problem statements PS in the model, from the terms used to index cases, the descriptions D in the model; 2. we have also chosen to model the output of a system as a pre-order rather than focusing on the retrieval of sets of cases, or the assignment of numeric scores.
One possible generalization of the model would be to extend the descriptions to include feature terms, where cases are indexed by tuples of attribute-value pairs, but where the value of an attribute may itself be a tuple. Plaza [23] provides a formalization of feature term representations and comments on their similarity to frame-based case representations. Extending the model to consider these types of representation could be done by incorporating Plaza's formalization of feature terms, and rede"ning attribute independence/interdependence in terms of the graph subsumption relationships that he de"nes. The other schemata describing history sensitivity and directability properties would not need to be rede"ned, because they do not reference the internal structure of descriptions.
Expressiveness
In Section 6, we showed how a number of important properties of systems identi"ed by previous researchers can be expressed within the model. Previous formal models, e.g. [28] [29] [30] , have not attempted to express these properties and are not well suited to this task.
We are aware of two important issues that our model does not address.
The "rst issue is incremental construction of indexing structures within self-organizing memories. In the CYRUS system [54] , the output of the memory is dependent not only on the set of stored cases, but also on the order in which the cases were presented to the system. We might name the associated property order sensitivity. The model can be extended to cover this property by re-interpreting the content of the case base as a sequence of cases rather than as a set of cases. However, we feel that this is a property that systems that are engineered to provide decision support would seek to avoid. Also, the model presented in this paper was developed with the speci"c aim of extending it to deal with interactive case memory systems, most of which are not sensitive to the order of case addition. We have therefore speci"cally chosen to exclude the sequence of case additions from our model.
The second issue is that of incremental feature extraction. In describing the ANON system, Owens [55] argues that in real situations the number of features (attribute-value pairs) that might be present in any given case is potentially in"nite, and decisions need to be taken as to which features should be investigated, and in what order. The contents of a case memory can be used to support this decision by indicating features which are likely to discriminate amongst the stored cases. Systems such as KID [56] , and CBR Express [5] , allow a user to interact with a system, incrementally re"ning the user's view of the current problem, using the contents of the case base to guide the construction of the problem statement. The model presented in this paper does not permit incremental problem interpretation because the problem statement and the translation function are modelled as constants. In [46, 47] we extend the model of case memory systems to interactive systems which do support such incremental re"nement.
Another possible extension would be to consider systems where the translation function T could be altered by the content of the case base. Again, we have not addressed this type of system because of our aim of modelling interactive systems which do not generally exhibit such complex learning behaviour.
Precision
We have demonstrated the precision of the model in Section 7 by showing that the model can be used to classify individual case memory systems and to investigate relationships between different properties. Dearden [46] provides speci"cations for four exemplar systems (DataLex [49] , HYPO [34] , PARADYME [8] and CBR Express [5] ) using the model as a starting point, and considers the properties of these systems.
Further work: interaction with case memory systems
Our primary aim in developing the model was to provide a basis for a model to support reasoning about properties of interactive case memory systems. In [46, 47] we show how an extended model can be used to specify formally some of the interaction properties that may be desirable in interactive systems. The extension of the model to discuss interaction properties follows the approach to modelling interactive systems adopted by Sufrin and He [57] . The extended model permits formal speci"cation of properties such as: support for incremental re"nement of the current problem statement; support for non-monotonic development of the problem statement, i.e. facilities to allow the user to retract or modify parts of the existing problem statement; the use of different reasoning strategies in searching the case base. These properties are generally recognized as important in the interfaces to other knowledge-based systems [58] [59] [60] [61] .
CONCLUSIONS
In order for a software engineer to reuse an existing case memory system design, or to select a case memory system shell to use in a new domain, he or she must understand the properties and capabilities of the system. The model that we have presented:
1. is suf"ciently abstract to allow designs from different domains to be compared and contrasted; 2. has a greater range than existing formal models; 3. can be used to express properties of case memory systems that have been identi"ed as important by previous researchers; 4. is suf"ciently precise to support reasoning about the relationship between possible properties.
We believe that this generic model will be a valuable tool for thought for software and knowledge engineers aiming to reuse case memory system designs, select shells or design new systems, and that it provides a suitable reference point for our work on interaction with a case memory system.
APPENDIX A. DEFINING
To de"ne we begin by introducing the real numbers and declaring some basic arithmetic operations on them.
[R]
zero : R minus : R × R → R plus : R × R → R times : R × R → R square : R → R ∀r 1 : R • square(r 1 ) = r 1 times r 1 To provide a complete axiomatization of the real numbers in Z is beyond the scope of this paper. Therefore, we have chosen not to state any axioms for the reals, but take plus, minus, times to be the normal operations of addition, subtraction and multiplication on the reals. 
